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Welcome to the Term 2 edition of the ECHO 2022. This term we showcase the fabulous work of our organisation. Enjoy!

WHAT’S IN THIS EDITION?
P1 FRONT COVER - featuring our wonderful EU3A Knitters Circle

P2 A Message from our President - Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie

P3 AGM for 2021 Pictorial Report

P4 Course Coordinator/ Leaders Liaison Report

Exciting New Course for Term 3 - Family History Research
P5 ‘Our Home Report’ - Helen Rogers

P6 EU3A Knitters Circle - Feature Article

P7 EU3A Ukulele Players Sing for the Kids Next Door

P8 Living With COVID at EU3A—COVID Control Process

Sugar Craft—A Sweet Artform
P9 U3A Writers Collective Book Launch
Yoga Pose with Michael

STROKE Awareness Saves Lives and Limits Harm
P10 Guest Speakers Program Happy 89th Brian Mills
P 11 & 12 POST SCRIPT—Citation for Out-going President

These wonderful women are using their love of knitting to meet a multitude of
need in our community. The items they produce are filled with love and joy and we
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are all proud of their efforts in giving.

AGM
I was delighted to see how many people
turned up to our AGM this year to honour our Life Member recipients and
our long-service Leaders – and of
course, to say farewell to our past
President, Barbara Thomson. There
were 54 members and 4 visitors.

hours on a Tuesday afternoon 2 – 4pm so PLEASE…. Give this some
thought. For most positions or support positions, all you will need
is to have some basic computer skills to answer emails and a brain
you want to use to contribute ideas and stay vital.

OUR NEW MANAGEMENT TEAM

I am excited about our new team… we have two new members –
Brendan Hanlon, who has taken on the Membership role from Jim
Lavell and Helen Rogers, who has taken on the BSCC Hall Convenor
Barbara has been a strong leader, sheprole from me. Thank you both – I am very much looking forward
herding us through some of the worst
to the fresh ideas you will bring to the committee and to your
times we have known as an organisation – and
some of the best. She has endeared herself to us all and continues roles. I would like to thank Jim Lavell for his 4 years on the Comto volunteer for this organisation as the leader of her Table Tennis mittee. Jim’s expertise with databases and computers has been a
group and the leader of her Grounds and Gardens team – and for great asset to us and I really appreciate that he will be doing some
background support for Brendan for a time while he finds his feet.
that we are incredibly grateful. It was my absolute honour to
award her with a much deserved Life Membership award at the
COVID
AGM.
It’s turning into a dirty word isn’t it? Of course, it had to happen
that it is starting to pop up in our classes. Nobody knows when
they are going to be struck down, or even where they might pick it
up, but while it’s no fault or negligence on anyone’s part, we just
can’t “let it rip” among us. I am proud of our team that we quickly
I was also delighted to see four of our most prominent Community developed a process where we can at least put some small level of
control over the spread among our classes, and we have managed
Leaders in attendance at our AGM – Pat Conroy MP, our Patron
to give it a short trial in the final two weeks of Term 1. In the foland Federal Member for Shortland; Kay Fraser, Mayor for Lake
lowing pages, you will see more details about the COVID Control
Macquarie City Council; Yasmin Catley, State Member for Swansea
process we will be implementing in Term 2 so that we can keep
and Jodie Harrison, State Member for Charlestown. All of these
our doors open through Winter. This will all of course, depend on
MP’s and our Mayor have been incredibly supportive of our organ- our ability to manage the numbers, and our wonderful leaders
isation in many ways, and we really appreciate that they actually
being willing to keep going with their classes as well. A special
enjoyed coming to our AGM.
thanks also to our Course Clerks, who are doing an excellent job
supporting leaders through the extra pressures of COVID manageOUR FUTURE
ment.
Congratulations to our other Life Members and long service Leader awardees – you will see lots of photos and names in the AGM
pictorial report inside. Thank you on behalf of all of EU3A for all
that you have given, and continue to give for our benefit.

So, where to from here? As always, the two driving issues continue
to be trying to ensure that we have enough leaders and courses to
offer our members and enough people willing to engage with our
Management Committee to keep the wheels of EU3A turning.
Anyone can offer a new course for members about anything! If
you have a passion… dog training, gardening, any hobby or interest that you can talk about, why not think about offering a course?

We are living in a world where change and uncertainty is the biggest challenge for all of us. My hope is that we can all stay positive, kind and supportive of each other as we navigate our way
through.
Lastly, thank you to all of the members who have sent their congratulations and warm wishes to me on becoming President – your
kind words are much appreciated.

Hopefully, we can also get a couple more people involved in our
Management Committee. We only meet once a month for two

Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie - President EU3A

TERM

START DAY & DATE

END DAY & DATE

TERM 2

MONDAY 2nd May

FRIDAY 24th June

TERM 3

MONDAY 25th July

FRIDAY 16th September

TERM 4

MONDAY 17th October

FRIDAY 9th December
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AGM for 2021 in Pictures

Incoming President, Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie
presents outgoing President, Barbara Thomson,
with her Life Membership Award after 11 years
in the role of either Vice-President or President
of Eastlakes U3A. A mighty effort Barbara and
THANK YOU.

Back Row: LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARDS. Barbara Thomson, Brigitta Kuegler, Kay Wilson, Loraine Branz, Colleen Potts, Paul Aspinall
Front Row Seated: 10 YEAR + AWARDS Pat Burns, Gillian Sain, Glennie Hodgson, Jeanette Moane, Brenda Proudfoot (standing)
Absent recipients: John & Shelah Link, (Certificate Of Appreciation), Brian Mills (10 Years +), Maggie Lavercombe (Life Membership)

Local politicians - Yasmin Catley, Pat Conroy, Jodie Harrison and Major Kay Frazer - were all in attendance.
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From our Course Coordinator & Leaders Liaison Officer
The Bonus Canasta Group meets at Windale Bowling
Club on Thursdays at 1.00pm. They are keen for more members and are excited to teach others to play this simple variation on the game of Canasta. If you have been thinking
about something new to engage your brain, this coming
term may be time to give it a try.

The Beginners Cryptic Crosswords Group is ready to
Judy Adnum

Anne Lawler

Course Coordinator

Leaders Liaison Officer

Hi EU3A Members,
I hope this report finds you all safe and well and that you
enjoyed a fulfilling and happy Easter weekend. Well …...
despite the topsy turvy tricks that COVID played with some
of our groups we still made it through the first term with a
variety of wonderful courses. Once again, thank you to our
Leaders who are the backbone of our organisation.
With second term coming up, it is good to know that some
of our courses that did not run in Term 1 will recommence
in Term 2. This includes Film Club, Table Tennis 2 and Pilates 2. Keep your eye on the program, emails and Echo for
the recommencement of other courses.

How to discover your family history
Thought about researching your family history but not sure
where to start or how to do it? Then you are in luck as we
have been fortunate enough to be offered a new course
starting in TERM 3, with Brian MacLauchlan, a retired
statistician, experienced family history researcher and
genealogy graduate.

start up in term 2 but it needs a few more enrolments.
Cryptic crossword puzzles are also a great way to keep the
brain active and engaged. Anyone keen? Now’s the time!
Don’t forget. If you are in doubt about a course recommencing, look at the program on the website, which will
be updated in the next few days, or call in at our office on
Tuesday 3rd May or Wednesday 4th May, to pick up a
copy from our friendly office volunteers. Office hours are
10.00am - 11.00am both days.
Have a wonderful Term 2.

Judy & Anne - Course Co-ordinator/Leaders Liaison.
Judy: courses.eu3a@gmail.com
Anne: leadersliaison.eu3a@gmail.com

modifications to content to better suit the needs of participants. Brian is also available to experienced members for
possible assistance with brick walls in their research at:

dataedgegenealogy@gmail.com
For more information on the course you can contact Brian
via email at the above address.

To enrol, you can email membership.eu3a@gmail.com or
contact our Enrolment Officer,
His current research project involves over 1800 passengers Brendan Hanlon, or visit our
on two ships that came to Australia in 1911 and 1912 to
office during term office hours,
find out if any families, ancestors or descendants knew oth- for assistance from our helpful
er families prior to departure or had contact after arriving. volunteers.
Brian’s wealth of experience in research and genealogy will
be a rich gift to Eastlakes U3A and we believe that this
course will attract a lot of interest.
Thanks Brian. We look forward
The course is aimed at participants who have little or no
to your class starting in Term 3.
experience in researching their family history. It is Brian’s
intention to contact members who decide to undertake the
course prior to commencement with a view to making any
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Our New BSCC Hall Convenor—Helen Rogers
Helen has been a tireless worker at
our BSCC home since its inception.
She has acted as our Bookings
Officer - a role she will retain but
has now taken on the role of Hall
Convenor from Lorraine McEwanMcKenzie, as she moves to the
EU3A President role.
Welcome Helen and thank you for
your countless hours of volunteer
work already.

work”.
The Grounds and Gardens are looking as best they can after this
incessant rain. We have a new Mower Man doing his best each
fortnight and a gardening team rostered each fortnight too. Even
this much activity doesn’t always remove all the twigs and gum
nuts! These teams meet on Saturday mornings and work in the
native gardens that we planted last year. Your attendance at these
gardening activities would be much appreciated.
We have three groups who hire our hall outside U3A hours. Tae
Kwon Do on Monday afternoon, Sing Australia on Monday evening
and Stoccata School of Defense on Thursday evening. Other groups
hire the hall outside these times. In May we have a wedding! Contact me if you would like to hold an event in our hall.

Here is her first report as BSCC Hall Convenor.

I am particularly concerned about the safety and welfare of our
class attendees. Please let me know if there is an incident or situation that we need to address. Lake Macquarie Council is the owner
of the Hall so any changes have to be arranged through them but
Our home, the Belmont SCC hall has had the foyer and office redec- we can look at what we can do.
orated into an attractive and functional space. It is welcoming for
Helen Rogers bcchallconvenor.eu3a@gmail.com
all members, leaders and class participants. Come and check it out.
It is very pleasing to move into a new position when the team is
already running very efficiently and smoothly, thanks to Lorraine’s
management and organizational skills.

We are continuing to open the Office on Tuesday and Wednesday
10-11am each week in term time to serve the needs of leaders and
members. We have a dedicated group of volunteers rostered
throughout the term. They are “Jills of many trades” and can be
contacted at eastlakesu3a@iinet.net.au if you need help finding a
solution or making contact with EU3A management. We are keen
to help you make your programs run smoothly.

From The Grounds and Gardens Leaders
Thank you to all our wonderful volunteers for helping to maintain
attractive and safe grounds for our members. We can always do
with more volunteers.

We have a well stocked shed with all the tools required to do the
work. At the moment, being on the roster only requires 5 sessions
a year of an hour to an hour and a half with a team of 5 –6 happy
Our Internal Affairs-Cleaning team keeps the hall sparkling each
volunteers. It’s a great way to give a little time to our organization
week. They whip through on Thursday afternoons about 3-4pm and
and share some laughs and friendship. Currently, we are accumuin about an hour get the job done. The dedicated Team Leaders
lating quite a few branches and sticks in our compost bays on the
check out the hall between these rostered cleaning dates. There
Western side of the hall. If you have a fireplace and could use some
are some vacancies in the Cleaning Teams. We need some standby kindling, please come and help yourself to it. The leaf matter in the
people and some replacements for when members and team lead- bays is also good to mulch your garden.
ers go on holidays or are sick. Please let me know if you can help
Carla & Craig
out at least once in the term. Remember “many hands make light

HANDY MAN WANTED
We are very fortunate to have the services of one of our members - Peter (Macca) McKenzie who
has done a magnificent job over the past few years, fixing anything we have needed. WE WOULD
LIKE TO GIVE HIM A BACK-UP MATE so that he isn't carrying the whole burden. If you can offer
some time (not often these days) to be able to be contacted by Helen for those ‘little jobs’ around
the hall, please contact Helen on 0409 752 764. She would love to hear from you.

OFFICE HOURS FOR TERM 2 2022
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

10am - 11.00am

Come and visit our helpful office volunteers if you need assistance with any aspect of your membership or class enrolments.
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EU3A Knitters Doing Us Proud

I have ALWAYS loved teddies and date scones, so when I went to
visit our EU3A Knitting Circle last month, I was in for a real treat.
I was greeted with a cup of coffee
and a tray of warm, home made
date scones and surrounded by
teddies of all shapes, colours and
sizes. Bliss!
And what a wonderful group of
women I met!! There is a feeling of
peace and calm when you enter a
knitting circle. In our EU3A Knitting
circle there is a real sense of
warmth and friendship. These
women told me the story of how
their group and their friendship
have developed through a shared
desire to give back to our community.

the John Hunter Hospital Neo-Natal Ward for the premature babies.
They have also decided on their next charity target - Ronald
McDonald House - and are planning a whole range of knitted
bundles of joy for the families of kids living with cancer.
“There’s nothing like having a purpose. It’s great for the
soul,” says one of the members. “The feeling of giving is second to none.”
The Knitting Circle didn’t stop during COVID. They met in the
park, even through the winter months, socially distanced and
kept knitting. What troopers!
I asked about men and knitting and the girls assure me that
men are most welcome to join the circle and knit with them.
Come on fellas—You know you want to!
Friendship and caring are a big part of their group. “Some
days we don’t knit much, just talk when they need a friendly ear.”

Currently, they are knitting Trauma Teddies that are being distributed through one of the members - Eliza Brown. Her
son works for a patient transport company. These
bears are given to kids (and the elderly) who are
suffering the stress of severe illness or accident
trauma and are being transported between medical facilities. The patients get to keep the bears,
which are all knitted with love and have a unique
identity. The women are also knitting indigenous
bears as well to ensure as many identities are
represented and are always looking for new ideas.

I think we all need to join the Knitting Circle!
Annette McEwan

But Trauma Teddies are not the only contribution
they make.
The group started knitting squares for blankets for
the aged in 2020 and have continued to add to
the items that they make, including fiddle muffs
and pillows for dementia patients. They have
knitted numerous scarves for the Cancer Council,
Red Poppies for ANZAC DAY and have a beautiful
range of tiny hats and jackets
A bundle of joy heading for their new owners.
that they knit and donate to

Eliza Brown with two of her favourites.
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EU3A Ukulele Players Bring Joy in our Community
In the last week of Term 1, on a very gloomy Friday morning, the Uke group, dressed in bright colours, spent a lovely
fifteen minutes playing for the kids at the Belmont Community Child Care Centre which is next door to the Glover St
hall.
The weather was inclement to say the least, the puddles
were deep, the construction site was in full swing behind us
and there was a fence between us and the little ones.
But despite all of the negatives, the show went on.
With their little
faces pressed to
the fence, the
kids (and their
teachers) enthusiastically helped
us sing Twinkle
Twinkle, The
Wheels On The

Bus, Incy Wincy, Row Row Row Your Boat and
a few other old favourites.
The smiles all round made for an even happier
than usual start to our already very happy
weekly musical get-together.
WELL DONE OUR FABULOUS EU3A UKULELE
PLAYERS

If you have an interesting story about any aspect of your class - a unique personality, an
exciting group project, a great human interest story - please write it up and send it to me at
webandpublicity.eu3a@gmail.com Our members would LOVE to read about it.
Annette - EU3A Website and Publicity Coordinator

Creative Sugar Craft— A ‘Sweet’ Art form
Art has many expressions and Sharon
Hitchcock’s Creative Sugar Craft classes
are set to offer EU3A members another
way to explore their creative artistry.
Starting in Term 2, Creative Sugar Craft 1
offers an, “...8 week adventure, with the
emphasis on gaining practical skills to
decorate cookies and cupcakes using
fondant, royal icing and gum paste.

Techniques will include: Piping, Marbling, Feathering, Cake Toppers, and
Flocking. Lesson 8 will be devoted to
decorations using chocolate.
No running all over the country side to
gather tools and materials. Just come
and create. For a cost of $110, all cupcakes, cookies, embellishments and a
tool kit (value $250 -which you get to
keep), will be provided. Additionally,
notes which have been extensively researched and created, will add to the
experience. Suitable for any level.”

Sharon is also offering a second course
broadening the skills learned in the
first.
Starting in Term 3 , Creative Sugar
Craft 2 offers another , “ ...8 week
adventure will provide practical skills in
Embossing, Brush Embroidery, Stamping and Stencilling, making Flexible
Lace and Quilling. Also, moulds and
cutters will be used to make gum paste
wired flowers, with the emphasis on
Australian flowers. A flower nail will be
used to pipe butter cream flowers and
piping tips used to create drop icing
flowers. We must include sculpting people and animals with easy to follow
steps.
For a cost of $110, all materials and
your own tool kit to keep, will be provided just for you. No frustration, waiting
for others to finish using tools. Notes
will be provided. Just come and create.
Suitable for any level.”
If you are keen to try your hand at either of these courses, ENROL NOW.
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LIVING WITH COVID at EU3A
Members will already have received the following information regarding our COVID CONTROL procedures but it is
timely before the start of Term 2 to repeat and reinforce
the decisions we have taken to ensure we keep our members as safe as possible and that we can avoid another
shutdown.
6.
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING POINTS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

IF YOU ARE UNWELL PLEASE DO NOT COME TO
CLASS, EVEN IF YOUR RAT TEST IS NEGATIVE. They
7.
are often inaccurate in the early stages.
When a Leader or Member reports a confirmed COVID
positive exposure while in class, that class will
be immediately suspended for 1 week. This will allow
a period of 2 weeks until class resumption, which
should give adequate time for any additional cases to 8.
emerge from any potential contact with the positive
case.
9.
We ask that the COVID positive person also let their
leader know which other classes they have attended
in the two days previous to their positive test so that
we can identify the potential for more contacts.
All other classes that the affected person has attended within the 2 days prior to the positive test will be
suspended for 1 week as a precaution.
A general email to all members will go out letting

people know which classes have been affected and
what days and dates, and asking people to self-assess
and monitor for symptoms if they were in attendance
at any of those dates. For privacy reasons, the identity of any COVID positive people will remain confidential.
Leaders who have class members who do not have
email will be asked to phone their class members to
let them know of the situation and their class suspension. Course clerks may offer to assist their Leaders
with this – especially with larger classes.
People returning to class after being affected by
COVID will be asked, as a consideration to other
members, to be sure that they have isolated for the
full required 7 days, be certain that they no longer
have symptoms and are feeling well.
Leaders who are unwell on the day of their class will
not have time to email their class, so a phone tree will
be organized to let you know.
Please consider wearing a mask at all times wherever possible. Masks are known to help reduce the
spread. Hand sanitiser use is also encouraged.
The Management Committee
Eastlakes U3A

Stroke Awareness Saves Lives & Limits Harm
More and more we are hearing of people who have suffered
a stroke and were not aware of it early enough to limit or
avoid permanent damage. In our demographic, the chances
that we will encounter someone experiencing stroke symptoms, are higher than in any other group. We can help our

friends by becoming STROKE WISE and acting FAST.
Here are a few basic tips to use if you are concerned about
anyone in your class or friendship group who has had an
unexplained trip/fall, headache or looks ‘unusual’.

ACT FAST


FACE- Ask them to SMILE then stick out their

tongue. Both should be even, not crooked.


ARMS - Ask them to raise their arms. If they

can’t or can only raise one, act immediately.


SPEECH - Ask them a simple question such as,

“What day is it today?” Ask them to repeat a simple
sentence such as, “It’s a sunny day today.”


TIME - If they have trouble with ANY ONE of

these tasks, call 000 immediately.
HELP WITHIN THREE HOURS CAN SAVE A LIFE AND
PREVENT OR MINIMISE PERMANENT DISABILITY.
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U3A STARS AT NEWCASTLE WRITERS FESTIVAL
When younger people look at us active and vital older people, who
are constantly doing some new and unexpected things; when we
continually defy the stereotype and break the mould of the fragile
and conservative ‘older person’, we may hear the refrain…...

“HOLY CRAP! WHAT ARE THEY DOING NOW?”

NSW Network President, Dennis Simond and our Regional Rep, Jean Lewis

Three members of Eastlakes U3A - President Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie, Barbara
Thomson, immediate past President and
Web and Publicity Officer, Annette McEwan attended the launch on the Sunday
morning of the prestigious event that is
the Newcastle Writers Festival. Dr Anne
Wakatama officially launched the text and
spoke about the collective skills of our
wonderful organisation and how it,
“...should be a cinch,” to share an interest and lead a group. (You can too:)

And so, this became the appropriate title for a collection of stories
written by the U3A NSW Writers Collective, representing members
from 16 U3As across the state, about the rich experiences they
have had being a part of this vital organisation. The collection was
launched at the recent Newcastle Writers Festival and three of our
own Eastlakes U3A writers are represented within its pages. We are
proud of Phil Howlette, Judy Nikoleski and Colleen Potts, whose
stories are a great affirmation of the value of U3A to our seniors.

Laurene Mulcahy interviews Maitland U3A
contributor, Francis Thomas.

Jean Lewis, our Regional Representative at
the NSW Network level, drew into sharp focus, the level of volunteer contribution of
U3As across the country by citing the … “20 million hours per year of volunteering in
U3As of Australia” and praising the contributions of our writers and editors in their
efforts in producing … “a great read.”
Co-Editor, Laurene Mulcahy’s interview with several of the writers demonstrated
that the stories are funny, heart-warming, inspiring and a thoroughly entertaining
read.
If you would like to purchase a copy you can contact Editor, Elizabeth Elliot on the
contact details below.

Phone : 0418 478 222. email: elizabeth.elliott8@icloud.com

Front cover of the Collection of stories. Illustrations on the cover and
throughout the pages are wonderfully rendered by Roy Bisson

YOGA POSE with Michael
Trikonasana
Practice on a chair daily until you feel ready for the
full pose.
BENEFITS: Strengthens and removes stiffness in the
legs and hips. Relieves backache and neck spasms.
FOCUS IN POSE: Align the feet as in the photos. Push
the ball of the front foot into the mat. Push the back
of the backfoot into the mat. Lengthen the spine vertebra by vertebra. Work to flatten the whole pose
into one plane as if your back is against the wall.
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Guest Speakers Program 2022
TERM 2
DATE NAME
Howard
3/5/22

Bridgman

7/6/22

Dragons are the ultimate fantasy creature. Howard states , “I read a lot of Sci-Fi Fantasy, and
also collect postage stamps. There are approximately 300 stamps and sets which have been
issued around the world which feature dragons. The purpose of this talk is to present a wide
range of examples of dragons in stamps, issued for many different purposes. Selections include
St George and the Dragon; Dragons and children; Dragons in art and sculpture; and Year of the
Dragons celebrations. I hope you will enjoy the fun and interesting talk.”

Garry Smith

Garry has given us some fascinating presentations in the past, on Caving and Cross Country skiing to name two. His presentation this year is on the “Exploration of Caves in Sarawak - Mulu”
which sounds very exotic and interesting.

Graham
Feletti

Graham from the Hunter Bird Watching Society (HBWS) will be reporting on HBWS’s long term
study of the birds that frequent the wetlands and lagoon of Lake Macquarie and on HBWS’ involvement with LMCC in management of the area for the co-existence of people and birds.

Malcolm
Druce

Unit Commander Malcolm Druce will give us an overview of Marine Rescue with particular statistics and details relating to the Lake Macquarie Unit. In his presentation he will include stories
of assistances and other work they do. He is looking forward to having a chat to our group and
hopes he can spark some interesting questions and conversation.

17/5/22

31/5/22

SUBJECT

Marine
Rescue
21/6/22

Blake Withers
Podiatrist

‘Foot Care!’ Blake will speak to us on the importance of caring for our feet especially now that
we are getting older.

TERM 3
2/8/22

Phil Bates

Phil previously presented to us a history of Folk Music in Newcastle. This year he will present,
“If You ‘Wanna’ End War and Stuff, You ‘Gotta’ Sing Loud.” Phil will discuss the impact of folk
music on the social changes in the 70s and 80s -protest songs.

16/8/22

Julie Keating

30/8/22

Jim Raine and
John Carter.

Newcastle’s Early Foreshore. Julie will discuss the early development of the foreshore area
stretching from Nobbys and continuing around to Stockton.
Fort Scratchley was built in 1882 to defend Newcastle against a possible Russian attack. Jim and
John, members of the Fort Scratchley Historical Society will discuss ‘The Ins and outs of Fort
Scratchley: an historical overview.’

6/9/22

Jessica Kyle

Jessica Kyle from Service NSW will give us a presentation on Service NSW’s ‘Cost of Living Program.’ She will update us on how we can maximise our benefits from Service NSW. Her presentation will include a brief background and explanation of Service NSW and the program, areas
of rebates and savings including eligibility and how to apply, tools available for everyday savings and a brief look at the digital app.

Guess who has just entered his 90th year?? Our favourite Meditation Leader, Brian Mills.
Happy 89th Brian , thank you and congratulations, from your favourite fan club—Eastlakes U3A Meditation
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POST SCRIPT
At our AGM, our Management Committee said farewell to our long serving colleague and friend Barbara Thomson, who has served Eastlakes U3A
as either President or Vice President for over 11 years. She is still a vibrant
volunteer, both as a leader of the Table Tennis group and leader of one of
the Grounds and Garden teams. I think it fitting, for those who were not at
the AGM, to be able to read the transcript of her well-deserved citation for
Life Membership.
Thank you Barbara. Enjoy your retirement from office with the knowledge
that your contribution to Eastlakes U3A has been greatly appreciated.

Life Member Award Citation
Barbara Thomson
This is both an honour and a pain.
An honour because this amazing woman has contributed so much of her time, her energy and herself to this organisation, that there has never been a worthier recipient of the honour I am about to bestow. But at the same time it’s a
pain because we as a Committee are saying goodbye to someone who’s been around for so long, that she has become
our dear friend and revered colleague who will be sorely missed.
Barbara joined Eastlakes U3A in 2010 and was very swiftly recruited by some wise person, onto the Eastlakes Management Committee. At the AGM of November 2010, she was elected as Vice President and in all of the years since then,
has only ever been the Vice President or the President.
Barbara was Vice President from the AGM of 2010, and served until the AGM of 2012 when she became President.
After serving her three years as President, at the AGM of 2015 she again became the Vice President for another three
years, resumed her place as President at the AGM of November 2018 and has continued in that role until today.
In 2012 Barbara also took on the role as the Course Leader in the Early Morning Walks group – which she led until the
end of 2017. She then took on the Eating your Way Around the World group for two years – which I can say from being
a participant in that group, was a wonderful gastronomic experience. But then she found her true passion and started
leading one of our Table Tennis groups in 2020 and 2021 – which she continues to do today… as of half way through
Term 1 of 2022.
Barbara has worked unbelievably hard, dedicating so much of her time to the smooth running of Eastlakes U3A and doing everything that she can to ensure that members benefit from their participation with our organisation.
Allow me to share with you just some of the things that Barbara has achieved for Eastlakes U3A – and Barbara, please
forgive me if I miss anything:
For 6 years after we received the generous bequeath from Shirley Miller, who was a past member and Committee
member, she actively pursued the search for a new home – both singularly and as the lead of the “Find a Home
team” that eventually came together to help.
She has participated on the Program Sub-Committee helping to put our annual Course Program together and of
late, has been the “voice of reason” as we transitioned into the “new normal of 2022.
She has single-handedly researched and curated the records for all of the Management Committees since our inception in 2000 and organised the records of our Course Leaders for that time as well.
She ensures that the information we have in our Leaders manual is updated every year.
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She has dealt with countless issues and problems that are associated with running an Association such as ours and
has achieved a successful resolution in all of them.
She has attended nearly every U3A Network Conference representing Eastlakes U3A and ensures that we are all
kept informed on emerging issues from the Network.
She organised the Annual AGM Showcase event that for many years was the focus of our AGM – and let me tell you,
with 70+ Leaders to organise to bring their gear to put a showcase together, that was no mean feat!
She has been the gun proof-reader for our Echo newsletter for years and I can attest to the fact that nothing escapes Barbara’s eye.
Since we have taken over our BSCC hall, she has been an active contributor to the BSCC sub-committee.
She has rolled up her sleeves and volunteered for every working bee we have ever had
She has volunteered to be the Team Leader for one of our Grounds and Gardens Teams.
She has led our Committee through some of the toughest decisions we have ever had to make during this pandemic
and been the glue that holds us together.
She has worked really hard to ensure that our participation on the Committee is collaborative, efficient and above
all, a fun team to be a part of.
There is nothing this woman will not do for the benefit of Eastlakes U3A…. well… maybe there are some things she
wouldn’t do….. But now, she is taking a well-earned break.
Barbara tells us that she has served 10 years on the committee but given that she started in November 2010, that looks
more like 11+ years to me!
In the time that Barbara has been with us she has endeared herself to every one of us. To know Barbara is to love her.
She has been a strong Leader, shepherding us through some of the worst times we have known as an organisation – and
some of the best. She is serious and focussed, but at the same time, she’s a ball of fun, compassionate and warm. Anyone who has had the privilege of socialising with this lady knows what I am talking about.
Barbara’s decision to retire from the Committee does not mean that she will be leaving Eastlakes – she is just going to
enjoy herself a lot more as an ordinary member ……. as if Barbara could be described as ordinary….… I know that she
will continue to give her all to the volunteer effort in the upkeep of our home, and I bet she will never read the ECHO
again without finding at least a couple of missing capitals, commas and apostrophes… in fact, she has volunteered to
keep proof-reading that for us if we want her to…. Offer accepted!
I am sure I can speak for all of us on the Committee when I say that she has become more than a colleague to us – she’s
our very good friend – and we are all going to miss her like crazy.
Barbara is much more than a worthy recipient of a Life Membership of Eastlakes U3A and it is my very great honour and
privilege to be the one to present it to her.

Congratulations and go well my friend.
Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie
Incoming President, EU3A - On behalf of the Management Committee – 4th March 2022.
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